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Of course, the PCA officers and convention organizers
were present prior to make everything look seamless
for the rest of us. But by 9:00 that morning, two busses
[Rear Admiral Toby Hawley commandeered Bus #2]
packed with eager glass collectors started to travel
through the city, past the USS Wisconsin, past the
Taiwanese Pagoda and past the stately homes on
Freemason Street. Then it was on the expressway to
the Norfolk Naval Station. Some were awed by the
size and might of the world’s largest naval base; some
were impressed by the efficiency of the sailors and
their attention to following all the rules (“No leaving the
bus till you’re told!”); some just kept wondering: what’s
with all those above-ground steam/water pipes, 1970s
furniture in the dining hall and lack of green vegetables
or anything containing fiber in the buffet line? Oh, well.

by Lee Arnold
For many of us attending the 29th PCA convention in
Norfolk, Virginia, the week began with a bus tour of
Norfolk on Wednesday, April 26th.

The next stop was, literally, much lovelier than the naval
base. We landed at the 175-acre Norfolk Botanical
Garden.
In one word: Azaleas.
View on way to Norfolk Naval Station

Azaleas at Norfolk Botanical Garden

USS Wisconsin
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Well, azaleas, rhododendrons, roses and camellias. We
had a peaceful tram tour through the manicured grounds
and lush gardens. Prior to the tram ride, participants
enjoyed the Visitors Center. Clambering back on
the busses, we were headed for a demonstration of
making frozen-milk paperweights on organic pedestals-otherwise known as ice cream cones. But not just
any cone. We were headed to Doumar’s, home of the
world’s first ice cream cone maker.

David Graeber floral pedestal

Several pieces were snatched up or reserved on the
spot. People who saw the same items at the Dealers’
Fair later in the evening were disappointed to see the
sold dots on many of them--you snooze, you lose.
DVPCA members in attendance were: Pat Ackerman,
Lee Arnold & Neal Demp, Helen Bodine, Donna
Brightbill, Bob & Pam Campe, Dorothy Disney, Andy
Dohan, Thomas & Karen Egan, Don Formigli, Gary &
Bonnie Geiger, Jere Gibber and J. G. Harrington, Dave
Graeber, John & Toby Hawley, Elliott & Rosalyn Heith,
Leo Kaplan Ltd. [Alan Kaplan, Susie Kaplan Jacobson,
Phil Edelman], Len Kornit, Jim Lefever, Mike Mann, Bill
Pitt, Allan & Jane Port, L.H. Selman Ltd. [Ben Clark, Wes
Clark, Paul Berlanga, Greg Hicks], Gordon Smith, Gay
Taylor and John & Linda Walsh. President John Hawley
was recognized for his role in editing the Bulletin and
was selling and signing copies of his new book, The
Art of the Paperweight : The Boston & Sandwich Glass
Company, during the dealers’ fairs.

Original Ice cream cone machine
at Doumar’s

Created at the 1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis, we
watched the modern cones being made on the same
equipment and then queued up for a tasty dip of
cold goodness. Back to the hotel and after hitting the
registration tables, we were let loose at the Artists’ Fair.

PCA President Phil Edelman welcomed the
conventioneers and glass-gaveled the meeting open
on Thursday the 27th. He introduced Alan Thornton
whose talk, “How Many Glass Paperweights Are
There in the World? Who Made Them/Where Do They
Come From?,” gave an estimate, based on statistical
analysis, of how many paperweights there are (spoiler
alert: there are 80 million, of which 240,000 are antique
weights). Thornton didn’t use some fancy-schmancy
academic sample; he used instead, ingeniously, eBay
sales descriptions. Very fascinating. Thornton was
followed by Paul Dunlop who, as an expert on Pantin
weights, spoke on Pantin weights: “Pantin, 19th Century
Paperweight Master.” Paul assured us that his life-work
on Pantin will result in a book someday. Maybe not
someday soon, but someday.

Susie Kaplan Jacobson and Neal Demp
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Session 3 was Cathy Richardson speaking of “My Artistic
Journey.” A scientist with a doctorate, she switched to
art after her academic funding dried up. She started
out making stained glass and eventually ended up in
paperweights.
Session 4 was
a
delightful
and interesting
presentation on
“Vasart, Pirelli,
and
Lassman”
glass by Angela
Bowey (Vasart &
Pirelli) and Allan
Port (Lassman).
Pirelli is particulPirelli glass figures
arly interesting in
that people misattribute it to Murano.

Pat Ackerman and Neal Demp at Chrysler Museum

A quick check on eBay later in the evening, by this
investigative reporter, proved this to be true. But rest
assured, Vasart & Pirelli were all Scottish--they had
thistle juice in their veins; they probably used golf tees
as toothpicks.

So much pushing, so much shoving--hope I didn’t hurt
anyone. The glass galleries were superb, the art and
artifact galleries really splendid and the hot glass (and
cold glass thanks to Andrew Najarian) demonstrations

Session 5 was an artist panel discussion “Emerging
from the Shadow” moderated by Colin Richardson
and including Drew Ebelhare, David Graeber and Eric
Hansen. Who knew that Colin was Cathy’s son (well
actually everyone knows that) or that Eric Hansen was
an American Airlines pilot (now that was news to me)?
Thursday night, like the previous night, ended with a
Dealers’ Fair.
After a good night’s sleep (although some of the
officers, dealers and artists - all for different reasons
- looked a bit bleary-eyed), Friday the 28th began with
great promise. Virginia Laidet, currently at the Chrysler
Museum of Art and formerly at Gem Antiques, gave a
preview of all the wonders we would be seeing later
that day at the museum and glass studio. [See the
accompaning article on the museum by Neal Demp.]
Session 7 saw Melissa Ayotte pose the philosophical
question everyone was already secretly pondering: Just
how old is Gordon Smith? [Well, not old at all since he
is the same age as the writer of this scholarly oeuvre.]

Andrew Najarian

(Mayauel Ward/Gordon Smith, Damon MacNaught,
Andrew Najarian, David Graeber/Chris Sherwin/Clinton
Smith and all narrated by Cathy Richardson) were
informative and well attended. Friday night, like the
previous two, ended with a Dealers’ Fair.
After the third breakfast buffet of the convention (What
was it with those tiny coffee cups? I’ve seen mugs
encased in paperweights which held more liquid.),
Wes Clark began Saturday the 29th, and Session 9,
with “In Pursuit of the Russian Imperial Ring, a 30-Year
Odyssey.” Wes acknowledged that pairing the words
Russia and Ring have different meanings nowadays,
but he was talking about pre-Revolution Russia and
paperweights. His talk was a virtual travelogue to
Egypt, Syria, Russia, Poland and Belgium, all in search

Jim Barton ended the day’s sessions with the
presentation “Antique Sulphide Paperweights.” Many
of us not familiar with sulphide weights were impressed
with how many existed with canes and even flame-work
(and just how pretty and detailed they were). Really
great job, Jim.
Some of us skipped lunch to make the first shuttle out
to the Museum.
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Paul’s Church (and its semi-world-famous cannonball
stuck in the wall).

of the perhaps mythical Russian Imperial Ring. He
concluded his talk by saying that as of two weeks ago,
no one knew where it was; but then he called his son
Ben to the stage. The room was silent as Ben walked,
albeit cautiously, to the front of the room, carrying a
very protective brief case. There was an audible gasp
as he pulled out an item the size (albeit flatter) of those
neck cushions people wear on airplanes (or those other
types of cushions people use when they have tuchus
issues). [For paperweight collectors from Racine,
Wisconsin, it was the size of a standard walnut kringle.]
But this was no orthopedic device, this was the Russian
Imperial Ring. It was beautiful; it was rare; it was back
in that damn case quicker than Putin deciding to invade
Crimea. But Wes assured us that it would be on display
during the Paperweight Art Expo that afternoon. And
indeed it was. Guarded again by Ben, still jittery and
possibly packing heat, there were queues of glass fans
and the simply curious marveling at it’s beauty (but
not with flash photography). In between the morning
unveiling and afternoon display, Phil wisely called to
order the Biennial Business Meeting, having deftly
achieved a quorum. That Phil: stand-up comedian
and shrewd parliamentarian. The Identification Clinic
followed the business meeting.

Saturday night was the highlight for many, it was...
drumroll please...the Closing Banquet.

Neal with Deb and Kim Zonies

The collaborative weights made during the Friday glass
demos were auctioned off.

Mike Hunter and Colin Richardson demo piece

The meal was delicious and most had the salmon or
beef (there was only one, reported by the caterers,
vegetarian in the crowd--I’m guilty, guilty as charged).
And the chocolate cake for dessert was the best ever
in the world (yes, move over Mar-a-Lago). The chapter
presidents distributed door prizes kindly donated by the
dealers and artists. The airlines the next day raked in
millions on excessive-weight baggage fees, due to our
humble convention. Folks headed back to their homes
on three continents with only one thought on their
minds: I wonder where it’ll be held two years from now?

Neal and Lee aping it up at Norfolk Zoo

After the Clinic, there was free time. Some folk went
to the Norfolk Zoo, some to the activities surrounding
the Virginia International Tattoo, some went out and
got a tattoo. Others toured the historic homes on
Freemason Street or went shopping/dining/snacking
in the Freemason or Ghent neighborhoods. Still others
took advantage of the nearby sites: Nauticus, USS
Wisconsin, MacArthur Memorial, Oriental Garden,
Town Point Park, d’Art Center, Moses Myers House, St.
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The Chrysler Museum of Art

(2011) consisting of broken
shards of liquid crystal
glass mounted in a circular
shape. It was mesmerizing
and a little bit scary. Don’t
get too close!

By Neal Demp
Kudos to the PCA board for selecting Norfolk, Virginia as
the site of the 2017 Paperweight Convention. The highlight
for me besides
the paperweights
themselves
was visiting the
Chrysler Museum
and seeing one of
America’s finest
glass collections. I
was the proverbial
kid in a candy
store there, not
knowing where to
look first.
The Torch Bearers

2) The Milton
Vase (1878)
by
John
Nor thwood,
1
featuring
images
of
Milton’s Paradise Lost including Adam and
Eve carved in white cameo. This piece was
exhibited at The World’s Fair in Paris in 1878.
3) Tiffany’s seascape window (ca. 1910),

Prior to our trip to
Norfolk, I associated the name Chrysler with cars. Now,
I will forever associate it with this phenomenal museum.

2

Walter P. Chrysler Jr. collected art for most of his life. His
wife, Jean, was a Norfolk native which influenced his
decision to relocate his collection there in 1971. In return
for this gift to the city, The Norfolk Museum of Arts and
Sciences was renamed in his honor.
The museum is renowned for its 10,000-piece glass
collection which spans ancient to modern times. The
comprehensive collection’s strengths include its Art
Nouveau and 19th century American art glass. Chrysler
was once a neighbor of Louis Comfort Tiffany and his
works are well-represented in the museum. While the
Chrysler Museum’s paperweight collection does not rival
The Corning Museum or The Art Institute of Chicago,
it did have a small but nice display of mostly antique
paperweights.

3
a painting of glass made of four layers. I liked this even
more than his “Woman in a Pergola with Wisteria,” a
stained glass triptych which is the centerpiece of the room.
4) Thomas Webb & Sons Antarctic Vase (ca. 1908-1911)

paperweight collection
Some of my favorite objects in the glass collection
included:

4

1) Josepha Gasche Muche’s modern glass sculpture
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which commemorates Robert Falcon Scott’s Antarctic
Polar Exploration of 1901-1904. I loved the walrus, but
interestingly it was a mistake since walruses are native to
the Arctic rather than the Antarctic.

for printmaking. I also can’t forget to mention The Glass
Studio which opened in 2011. Our paperweight artists
collaborated in making several beautiful pieces there
which were later auctioned off. Last but not least, Lee
and I visited the Moses Myers House, one of two houses
managed by the museum. This house was built in 1792
and was the home of a wealthy Jewish merchant and his
family during the 19th century.

5) Baccarat twenty-four light
candelabrum (ca. 1900).
They measured 7 1/2 feet in
height and were marketed
to wealthy rulers in the
Middle East and India. Even
Liberace was impressed!
6)
Reclining
Impression
by
Lomonte (2009).

For those of you who were unable to attend the convention,
I hope this article gives you a taste of this stellar museum.
For those lucky enough to attend, I hope it brings back
pleasant memories.

Dress
Karen

This cast glass sculpture
with its exquisite drapery
compares and contrasts
nicely with the ancient
marbles nearby.

DVPCA

Norfolk Tour Guide’s Parting Words
To my new paperweight collector friends…
I hope you enjoyed your day
That we spent together in Norfolk and hope you come
back again and stay!

5

We toured the Naval Base, the largest one
you will ever see
And I’m sure you left feeling proud that they work hard to
protect you and me!
Don’t forget Botanical Gardens and the many themed
gardens with flowers galore
And how about those quarter of a million azaleas - a
spectacle of beauty for sure!
We stopped at Doumars who in 1904 the owner invented
the ice cream cone
And he was a salesman selling paperweights...
your passion is not alone!

6
In addition, there were galleries highlighting Ancient
Worlds and Nonwestern Art, European and American Art,
and Modern Art. During our visit, there were also special
exhibitions including Toulouse Lautrec Prints and Posters
and Pilchuck Prints which demonstrated the use of glass

We drove by St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, the city’s
oldest building of them all
Who’s wall still holds one of Lord Dunmore’s 18th
century cannonball!!
You all saw Nauticus, the USS Wisconsin, the Pagoda
and rode down historic Freemason Street
And drover over 18th century cobblestone which were
ballasts – now wasn’t that unique?!?!!
Now as I leave you please know this...
there are many more attractions that are near
So keep Coastal Virginia in mind and remember…
YALL COME BACK NOW YA HEAR!!!!
Janet Tye Wenger – Tour Guide Extraordinaire

Pilchuck Print
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SAILING INTO THE SUNSET
A LAST LOOK AT THE PCA CONVENTION
1. DVPCA members 2. Clara, Rick, and Melissa Ayotte 3. Gordon Smith 4. The gathering of artists 5. Russian Imperial Ring 6. John Hawley 7. Gay LeCleire Taylor 8. Phil Edelman 9. Mayauel Ward 10. Ben and Wes Clark with the
Russian Imperial Ring 11. Colin and Steve Richardson. Photography by Katie Malone-Smith, courtesy of PCA, Inc.
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DVPCA Spring Meeting
Review of Events
April 8, 2017

LUNCH AND RAFFLE PRIZE WINNERS! There were many
gifts to choose from in the raffle prizes. We made $125 to put in
our kitty for expenses and everyone had a good time.

BUSINESS MEETING

Welcome

OLD BUSINESS

DVPCA Spring Meeting
Review of Events
April 8, 2017

Andy Dohan mentioned DVPCA’s 25th Anniversary Celebration
in October of this year. He suggested that we bring anything we
make to the October meeting to donate for an auction. Jim Hart
is creating a millefiori design for the occasion..

WELCOME
The Spring Meeting of the Delaware Valley Paperweight
Collectors Association was held on Saturday, April 18, 2015 at
Buona Via Restaurant in Horsham, Pennsylvania. President
John Hawley welcomed the 32 members and guests including
our Guest Artist Andrew Najarian, Special Guest Speaker our
own Diane Atkerson, and Guest Dealer L.H. Selman.

Phil Edelman said there are still rooms available at the Norfolk
Waterfront Marriott, VA for the PCA Convention. However no
“fire sale prices” for the convention. There was a show of hands
and over half the room seemed to be attending! See everyone
there.

NEW BUSINESS

Many DVPCA members are going to the PCA Collectors
Association 2017 Convention in Norfolk, VA, April 26-29, which
was why our meeting was moved up a week to ease the travel
logistics of those attending both events.

John Hawley has written a definitive book on Boston and
Sandwich Paperweights and had copies in hand. A portion of the
proceeds will be donated to DVPCA. He said he was available
to autograph copies!

This is our last meeting at the Buona Via Restaurant. While the
food and location are excellent, the inability to be in a closed
room, and the noise issues … Our next luncheon will be held
at The Buck Hotel in Feasterville, PA. Special thanks to Andrew
& Nancy Scott and Don Formiglia for finding our new place.
Details/directions will follow in the next newsletter.

The back table contained information and photos by Bill Quinn
who is helping a collector sell their paperweights.
Wheaton Arts, NJ Highlights:
April 1-May 7, 2017, Mastery in Glass, The Journey of Paul
Stankard – all weights for sale.
April 1 – Dec 31 – The Boroff Collection – Goblets, Memories
and Friendships
June 9-11, 2017 – Glass Weekend

MORNING PROGRAM
Our morning program began with guest artist Andrew Najarian
who spoke on coldworking and glass restoration. Andrew
received a BFA degree from Southern Illinois University. He
then received a residency at the Appalachian Craft Center in
Smithville, TN. He received his MFA at Ball State University in
Muncie, Indiana, He currently lives in Silver Point, TN with his
partner Jennifer Crescuillo and operates High Polish Studio, a
contract coldworking studio. Andrew is a Professor atTennessee
Tech University, Cookeville, TN. He has worked with his friend
and fellow-artist Damon McNaught and kidded that Damon’s
studio is “Bare Glass,” Andrew’s “High Polish” and they should
call their collaborative efforts “Barely Polished.”

Morris Museum in Morristown, NJ – on recommendation of
Nancy and Andrew Scott – exhibit of Lino Tagliapietra, Venetian
Glass Renaissance Artist.
Don Formigli hired an historian to write a book, a long standing
project of his and labor of love “History of the Five Mile
Woods” which chronicles the effort to preserve open spaces
in Lower Makefield Township, Bucks County. He is donating
the copywrites to Heritage Conservancy in Doylestown. Book
signing is June 4, 2017, at 3:00 p.m. in the David Library of the
American Revolution, Washington Crossing, PA. The event is
free, but reservations are required.

Andrew considers himself a “craft artist.” He shared his journey;
scholastically, his family background, his farm … all elements
that are reflected in his work. Various techniques including
plasma work that puts neon inside glass, lamination with HXTAL
epoxy adhesive – how he achieves colors reflected in glass, the
definition of cold work (scratching glass). Andrew detailed some
of the tools, techniques that include silicon carbide, diamond
cutting, the different wheels and different grouts, thumbprint
cuts, double overlays, closepack – the second half of hot
working.Andrew then took questions from the floor and will be in
Norfolk for the PCA Convention later this month.

Next DVPCA Meeting is July 15, 2017 at the Buck Hotel, then
on to the new home of Boyd England and Penney Fleming for
a garden party.

AFTERNOON PROGRAM
Our afternoon program began with our friend and fellow DVPCA
member, Diane Atkerson. Diane has always been interested in
oceans and creatures of the sea. While at the Paoli Library last
June she found an article in a Natural History Magazine entitled
“A Sea of Glass.” More investigation, including a Jan 2016
PCA Newsletter article with information about the Blaschka
Marine Invertebrates made out of glass exhibit at Corning. At
the October meeting Gay Taylor, who had just returned from
Corning encouraged her to visit. Diane visited Corning October,
2016, for a first-hand look.

We had three luncheon choices: Spinach Ravioli with tomato
and basil sauce, Chicken Marsala with vegetables and potato of
the day or Tilapia with white wine, lemon and capers; a choice
of two salads, Classic Caesar or Mixed Greens with balsamic
vinaigrette; Dessert was either carrot cake or rum chocolate
cake … all delicious!
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Diane spoke and shared photographs about the Blaschka
Exhibit, an on-going collection at Cornell University, NY. 19th
Century glass artists father-son, Leopold (1822-1895) and Rudolf
Blaschka (1857-1939) handmade about 10,000 invertebrate
models from 1863-1890. The Blaschka family from Bohemia,
worked with glass, metals and gems for over 300 years…from
Venice, Bohemia and Germany. They manufactured glass
ornaments and glass eyes. Leopold developed a technique
called “glass-spinning” which permitted the construction of
highly precise detailed works in glass.

Remembering Ken Brown
Ken Brown, retired auctioneer and long time
member of DVPCA, passed away on June 6,
2017. We will fondly remember him as a fellow
paperweight enthusiast and good friend. He
was always willing to share his knowledge (our
older members will recall his being a permanent
member of the “Stump the Dummies” panel) and
enjoyed telling stories about how and where he
made “finds” and grew his collection.

In 1863 Leopold’s botanical glass models came to the attention
of the Director of the Natural Museum in Dresden who asked
Leopold if it was possible to create 3-D colored models of
marine invertebrates to utilize as a teaching tool since there was
no method to preserve the specimens. At that time, when the
invertebrates were placed in preservative, upon their death, the
transparent creatures degraded. Because Leopold Blaschka
was the only one making these models for the curator, he
was encouraged to focus the family business on selling glass
marine invertebrates to museums, universities, and private
collectors. “The Fragile Legacy” depicts glass models of marine
invertebrates merging science and art.

His wife, Anne Brown writes:
After our children left home and life settled down,
Ken turned his creative energy to his life-long
interest in glass. He spent many happy hours
at Wheaton Village (now WheatonArts) working
at the furnace. What he looked forward to the
most was time spent with all of you. Both of us
treasured your friendship, and I hope to continue
seeing you.

The collection was purchased by Corning in 1885, and found by
Dr. Harvell in a warehouse, in 569 boxes, many objects broken
and in pieces. So far Cornell has restored approximately 170
of the 570 items with restoration ongoing under the direction of
curator Dr. Drew Harvell, Cornell’s Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology. A DVD entitled “A Fragile Legacy” by Dr.
Harvell and videographer, narrated by Ted Danson are for sale
from our club.

Margaret Brown Clinton (daughter) remembers:
Upon reflection childhood should be a magical
time and ours certainly was.
Our parents built their first house in a spot that
allowed us to grow up in total freedom, surrounded
by wide open spaces, replete with a river, state
park canal and skating pond. For a child, it was
heaven on earth.

“The Fragile Legacy” runs the gamut creating glass creatures
...from sea slugs, sea anemones, jelly fish, sea squirts, sea
grass, squid, octopus, sea snakes, sea fans, sea gastropods,
blue button, worm, coral, sea cucumbers ...

Our young lives revolved around a man who when
not at work, literally built a house around us. The
sounds of hammer and saw and the smell of new
wood and paint showed us early the rewards of
hard work.

The photos were exquisite of delicate models of marine
invertebrates. It is hard to believe they are created in glass and
over 150 years ago.
Diane’s excellent presentation, her admiration and enthusiasm
for the subject made everyone want to visit this outstanding
exhibit , and soon! Thank you Diane.

We learned the value of money one dime at a time
when you collected enough bottles in the park,
or polished enough shoes, or earned enough
allowance. The small dime banks Dad gave us
were always there, waiting for the next deposit.

Websites mention in Diane’s presentation:
Cornell’s Glass—Blaschka’s Marine Invertebrates
www.library.cornell.edu/blaschka-gallery

CLOSING REMARKS

We could build a snowman, rig up a rope swing
out on the cherry tree, make the best accessories
for Halloween costumes ever, and create such
wonderful Christmas toys that Jeff said there
certainly was a Santa Claus because Dad and
Mom couldn’t have made them so good!

President Hawley thanked all for attending and reminded us to
take another look at the artist’s and dealer’s exhibits before we
departed. He looks forward to seeing many of us very soon in
Norfolk, VA.

Loving bedtime stories read to you with great
embellishment, being marched off to bed to the
sound of his flute playing the “Stars and Stripes
Forever,” and having the Sandman deliver sand
to you in your favorite color, were all part of what
Dad imparted to the magic of childhood.

Respectfully submitted by Dorothy Disney for
Gail Munz, Secretary
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David Graeber
Guest Artist - July DVPCA Meeting

glass artist who encouraged him to strike out on
his own in 2009; Ed Poore, a renowned master
cutter whose skill has enhanced several of his
paperweights; and, most recently, Robin Lehman,
a two-time Academy award winner, whose love of
music and film influence his glass paperweights.

A life-long “Jerseyman,” David has honed his
craft under the watchful eye of teachers, mentors,
and friends that include the late George Vail
who introduced him to the world of architectural
reconstruction and forensic sculpture; William “Bill”
Marlin, Ed.D., a dedicated teacher and established
painter; Paul Stankard, the internationally acclaimed

His “stories in glass” have evolved over time, but one
fact, his love of nature, remains constant. All capture
nature’s elegance and remarkable diversity.

DVPCA

Summer Meeting Announcement
Saturday, July 15, 2017

BUCK HOTEL
LUNCHEON RESERVATIONS

At The Buck Hotel, 1200 Buck Road,
Feasterville, PA 19053 • Tel: (215) 396-2002

JULY 15, 2017

From the PA turnpike:
PA Turnpike I-276, take exit 351 onto US-1S/Lincoln
Hwy South towards Philadelphia. Go about 100
feet and Take the PA 132 W/Street Road exit ramp.
Merge onto E Street Road/PA-132 and go about
2 miles.Turn right onto PA-532/Bustleton Pike, go
about 1/2 mile. Keep right at fork onto Bridgetown
Pike/PA-532. Buck Hotel entrance is on left (before
Buck Rd. intersection)
From the west:
East Street Road/PA-132 to left on PA-532/Bustleton
Pike. Go 1/2 mile. Keep right at fork onto Bridgetown
Pike/P-532, Buck Hotel entrance is on left (before
Buck Rd. intersection).

Luncheon Choices @ $30 per person
(#) Chicken Breast with Piccata Sauce
(#) Broiled Flounder with Champagne 		
Cream Sauce
(#) Vegetarian Meal

$

Luncheon Total

Garden Party Reservations @ $15 per person
(#) of Persons Attending

9:00 AM Dealers and Artists setup.
10:00 AM Paperweight Fair with Guest Dealer Bill
Pitt and Guest Artist David Graeber.
11:00 AM Presentation by Guest Artist
David Graeber
12 Noon Lunch – Sale of raffle tickets.

$

Garden Party Total

Names

Please mail this tear off slip with your
selections and check to:

1:15 PM Raffle
1:30 PM Presentation by John Hawley “Treasures
from Trash, the American Scramble”.
2:30 PM Show and Tell
PCA Convention Acquisitions.
3:00 PM Paperweight Fair continues
4:00 PM Travel to Garden Party at home of Boyd
England and Penney Fleming.
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DVPCA

c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer
455 Stonybrook Drive
Levittown, PA 19055

NO LATER THAN JULY 10, 2017

Address Service Requested

5 Johnson Lane
Voorhees, NJ 08043-4123

ISSUE CONTENTS:
• Lead Article: • 2017 PCA Convention in Norfolk
• The Chrysler Museum of Art
• Norfolk Tour Guide’s Parting Words
• Sailing off into the Sunset Montage
• Review of Events: Minutes of 2017 Spring Meeting
• Remembering Ken Brown
• Guest Artist: David Graeber
• THE SCRAMBLE/CALENDAR
• Announcement: Summer Meeting, July 15, 2017
• Luncheon Reservations: Mail-In-Slip
• Ads
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